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Military economy
Helping the US forces use less fuel

"More fight
less fuel"
So ran the sub-title of an inﬂuential 2008 report by the US
Government’s Defense Science Board on Department of
Defense energy strategy. The report helped pave the way for
the highly innovative FED Alpha project and, as Anthony Smith
reports, neatly summarizes the project’s guiding principles
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In the two hundred years since Napoleon Bonaparte observed that ‘an army marches
upon its stomach’, the critical importance of the logistics operation that supports forward
operating military force has been increasingly well recognized. An army deployed in a
theatre of operations requires food, water, ammunition, spares and fuel in order to take
the ﬁght to the enemy and sustain its position. While the logistics operation may not
be the most glamorous or noteworthy operational function, it is perhaps both its most
crucial enabler as well as its potential constraint – an army running short of any of these
commodities is unlikely to sustain its position for very long.
With the attendant risks and costs associated with the delivery into theatre of bulky
commodity such as fuel which is valuable, volatile and vulnerable to attack, it is small
wonder that the fully burdened cost of a litre of fuel delivered to a front-line base can be
many hundreds of times the price to the consumer at a ﬁlling station forecourt. When
setting requirements for future military vehicles, fuel economy thus is an increasing concern
for planners – perhaps second only to crew protection and basic operational eﬀectiveness.
In addition to its direct beneﬁts, the multiplier eﬀect on logistics of reducing future vehicle
energy requirements can be considerable. Put simply, if front-line vehicles require one less
tanker load of fuel, not only is the cost of the fuel in the tanker saved, but also the cost of
delivering it into theatre, and of the assets required to protect it en route.

The FED project takes shape
Responding to the need to ensure that the next
generation of military vehicles are both ﬁt for
purpose as well as fuel eﬃcient as practically
possible, in 2008 the United States Army Tank
Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center (TARDEC) – the US Armed
Forces’ research and development facility
for advanced technology in ground systems
– initiated its Fuel Eﬃcient Ground Vehicle
Demonstrator (FED) project.
This high-proﬁle initiative sought to
combine the best available expertise from
both government and industry to demonstrate
the level of fuel eﬃciency that is achievable
in hardware operating in a realistic military
environment, and at what cost. Carl Johnson,
TARDEC’s team leader for FED, explains the
background: “If you look at the logistical resource

it takes to put a force on the ground, the number
one consumable you need is water – and you
obviously can’t reduce that. The second most
delivered commodity is fuel, so it’s essential that
we look to reduce fuel consumption. While the US
forces use an extremely wide range of vehicles,
by far the largest in terms of vehicle numbers
and overall fuel consumed is the High-Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle or ‘Humvee’. So to
attack the problem in terms of the ground-vehicle
ﬂeet it was important to focus on this as the
highest-density vehicle on the ground.”

Increasing vehicle payloads and
energy needs
Focusing on the High-Mobility Multipurpose
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) made perfect
sense. Not only is this one of the most widely
used vehicles by US Forces but it also very clearly

demonstrates the trend for increasing energy
requirements and gross weight, with their
increasing payload of electronic countermeasures
as well as weapons systems and armour. When
it was initially introduced in 1984 the HMMWV
weighed in at 7700 lbs (3.5 tonnes). With the
addition of armour and communications,
surveillance and electronic countermeasures, the
same vehicle on operation in Afghanistan can
weigh 17,900 lbs (8.1 tonnes) – or the equivalent of
adding the mass of three mid-sized family cars to
each vehicle.
In establishing the FED programme, two
teams were formed, FED Alpha and Bravo, with
the objective of creating a state-of-the-art, fueleﬃcient tactical vehicle capable of fulﬁlling the
role of the HMMWV, from a ‘clean sheet of paper’.
The only design constraints were the requirement
to achieve the maximum fuel eﬃciency possible

FED Alpha in numbers
Fuel Economy
Composite .......................................................................... 7.5 mpg (31.7 l/100km)
Convoy Escort .................................................................... 12.6 mpg (18.7 l/100km)
Urban Assault ................................................................... 7.1 mpg (33.1 l/100km)
Churchville* ...................................................................... 4.8 mpg (49.0 l/100km)
Tactical Idle ........................................................................ 0.51 gal/hr. (1.93 l/h)
Munson* 14/28 .................................................................. 8.3 mpg (28.33 l/100km)

Specifications
On-board Power ............................................................... 30 kW
Max speed .......................................................................... 82 mph (132.0 km/h)
Max Speed on 5% grade ................................................. 52 mph (83.7 km/h)
Acceleration – 0-30 mph ................................................. (48.3 km/h) 6.6 sec
Acceleration – 0-50 mph ................................................. (80.5 km/h) 18.7 sec
Range (Munson* 14/28) .................................................. 275 miles (442.6 km)

Embedded engineers

Weight
Curb weight ....................................................................... 9,970 lbs. (4,522 kg)
Ballistic/blast kit ............................................................... 1,610 lbs. ( 730 kg)
Payload ............................................................................... 3,820 lbs. (1,733 kg)
Gross vehicle weight........................................................ 15,400 lbs. (6,985 kg)
*Denotes the Churchville and Munson test course – numerical suﬃx indicates average/constant vehicle speed in miles per hour
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in comparison with the HMMWV, but with no loss
of operational performance. The FED Alpha team
was to address this challenge using the latest
automotive design and development processes
and latest vehicle technologies. In a radical
departure from more normal practice and in order
to ensure that lessons were fully learned in terms
of the design process as well as in the constituent
technologies deployed on the vehicle, Ricardo
was asked to lead the FED Alpha team. This
approach eﬀectively stood the normal military
vehicle development process on its head. Rather
than TARDEC establishing vehicle speciﬁcation
criteria and bringing in expert support to help
deliver it, the agency instead contracted design
project leadership out to Ricardo and provided its
engineers in support as part of the expert team.

Throughout the design and development
process, between a quarter and a third of the
engineers were embedded TARDEC personnel,
who would work alongside the Ricardo team to
help fulﬁl both the programme and technology
transfer objectives. “This was one of the most
interesting aspects of the project,” explains
Ricardo chief engineer for FED Alpha, Wesley
Scharmen. “We really enjoyed the chance to run
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Above: A fleet of oil-tankers carrying fuel for NATO
forces in Afghanistan parked at Shireen Jinnah colony
in Karachi, December 2011

the programme and to share with the customer
– both the embedded engineers as well as their
colleagues back at base – how a well-run stateof-the-art vehicle programme is completed by
industry, and the technical issues involved. The
amount of freedom we were given to do the
right thing and to share our knowledge with
them was incredible. Working this way enforces a
model of complete transparency. You also need to
work their skill set into the team so that they can
achieve their personal learning and development
objectives.”

Concept development
One of the key early tasks in the concept
engineering process was to develop a realistic
drive cycle, reﬂecting a typical duty cycle of the
front-line deployment of such a vehicle. The cycle
was developed in four parts based on recorded
data from existing vehicles in theatre, including
highway/convoy operations, a simulated assault
mission, oﬀ-road driving, and operation at idle
– frequently done to provide power supply to onboard equipment – for approximately 25 percent
of the time in use.
Using this data as the basis of simulation work,
Ricardo was able to oﬀer TARDEC a range of
possible concepts providing diﬀerent cost and
eﬃciency trade-oﬀs, each based on the same
aluminium vehicle structure and providing an

“It’s essential that we look to reduce fuel consumption.
While the US forces use an extremely wide range of
vehicles, by far the largest in terms of vehicle numbers
and overall fuel consumed is the High-Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle or ‘Humvee’ ”
Carl Johnson, TARDEC team leader for FED
upgrade path between the diﬀerent concepts.
These ranged from a conventional powertrain
arrangement incorporating an existing JP-8 fuel
compatible diesel with an integrated starter
generator, capable of delivering a 70 percent
fuel saving over the HMMWV – exceeding by a
considerable margin TARDEC’s original objective
of 30 percent – up to a full hybrid powertrain
comprising a next-generation military diesel
featuring organic Rankine cycle waste heat
recovery, delivering a predicted 109 percent
fuel economy improvement. As even the most
conservative of the three concepts exceeded
TARDEC’s objectives by a considerable margin
and used relatively mature near or in-market
technologies, the simplest was selected for further
detailed design and engineering development.

Supplier recruitment
To deliver a truly competitive demonstrator
vehicle, close collaboration with suppliers would
be required, and their recruitment was primarily
a Ricardo responsibility. TARDEC’s Carl Johnson
explains: “we went out with our own outreach

to potential suppliers, but I don’t think it was as
well received as when Ricardo did this for us, as
the company has a much broader reach into the
supplier base.”
Wesley Scharmen agrees that supplier outreach
can be important in a successful military vehicle
programme. “The ability to leverage enthusiasm
and support from the supply base is crucial. Most
suppliers are used to high manufacturing volumes
and amortize costs accordingly. With FED Alpha
we needed to engage them on a one-oﬀ. We
were completely upfront about the challenge,
but we were also able to convince some leading
partners about the learning beneﬁts that they
could accrue from it. We have given a lot back to
them in data through supplier days, and I think
it’s an investment that has served all partners very
well.”

Lightweight structure
The body structure of the FED Alpha vehicle –
designed in conjunction with and fabricated
by Alcoa Defense – made extensive use of
aluminium, reﬂecting the requirement for
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reduce frictional losses; low
rolling resistance tyres were
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engine is teamed with a 28V
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to power onboard systems

both strength and extreme fuel eﬃciency. As
to potential issues of ﬁeld service and repair of
aluminium vehicle structures, TARDEC’s Carl
Johnson is relaxed: “I think that’s a little overplayed
these days, particularly where you have frame
damage. If there’s major structural damage
it’s likely that a conventional vehicle would be
beyond repair anyway. There is in any case a
sacriﬁcial element to design too, the guiding
principle being that vehicles are perishable,
people are not.”
While FED Alpha was designed to incorporate
the latest armour systems, these were included
merely as representative mass within the
demonstrator; the entire team felt that it was
far better that real armour is put to use on
the existing ﬂeet in theatre, protecting lives.
Operational equipment also includes provision for
a remote weapon station and integral under-body
blast shield.
The vehicle features a Ricardo optimized
Cummins I4 engine with a supercharger and
turbocharger and Aisin six-speed transmission
that were each calibrated speciﬁcally for

tactical vehicle fuel eﬃciency, based on the
representative drive cycle developed by the
project team. The powertrain is equipped with a
high-eﬃciency Kollmorgen 28-volt permanent
magnet integrated starter-generator enabling
electric accessories and 30 kW of power for
on-board equipment. The driveline utilizes a
unique Ricardo designed carrier and diﬀerential
assembly including non-geared hubs and superﬁnished gears to reduce friction and increase fuel
eﬃciency, while accelerator pedal feedback and
a fuel economy display inform drivers how to
operate the vehicle for maximum fuel economy.
A further innovation for a military vehicle is
that it incorporates low rolling resistance tyres
produced speciﬁcally for FED Alpha by Goodyear.
While there were some concerns initially about
minor issues of ‘chipping and chunking’, the
tyres’ performance was broadly equivalent to a
conventional tyre while contributing signiﬁcant
fuel economy beneﬁts during tests. This prompts
the question of why the FED Alpha demonstrator
is the ﬁrst military vehicle to beneﬁt from this
technology that is comparatively mature for onhighway civilian vehicle application. Underscoring
the beneﬁts of Ricardo’s approach to supplier
outreach, TARDEC’s Carl Johnson explains: “When
we asked the Goodyear engineers why they’d
never developed a tyre like that before, they said
‘well, the military has never asked us to before’.”
By working as a team, the level of innovation
incorporated in FED Alpha was clearly improved.

Vehicle build, test and process
validation
Construction of the FED Alpha demonstrator
took place at the Ricardo vehicle build facility in
Detroit, and the completed vehicle displayed for
two days in July 2011 in the centre courtyard of
the Pentagon. Following this it was delivered for
government testing at the US Army’s Aberdeen
Proving Grounds in Maryland.
An extremely comprehensive range of testing
was carried out, assessing every aspect of vehicle
performance. For the all-important fuel economy

Celebrity status
In addition to assessing the views of military personal and defence
chiefs, TARDEC has used the FED Alpha vehicle as a part of its much
more extensive public and media outreach activities. One of the
most public of these was a feature on ‘Jay Leno’s Garage’. During the
feature, the late-night US chat show host was able to test drive the
FED Alpha accompanied by Gen Dennis L Via, commanding general
of Army Materiel Command (AMC), and Grace Bochenek, Ph.D, AMC’s
chief technology oﬃcer, who provided Jay with an overview during the
segment.

Jay Leno, television show host, interviewed Gen Dennis L. Via, AMC commanding
general, and Dr Grace Bocheneck, chief technology oﬃcer of AMC, on the Fuel
Eﬃcient Demonstrator, or FED, for his online show, Jay Leno’s Garage.
US Army Photo by Cherish Washington, AMC Public Affairs.

Tests with the final FED Alpha vehicle show a remarkable 72 percent improvement in fuel economy over the HMMWV “Humvee”– yet performance has also improved

evaluation, comparison testing was performed by
Ricardo on the FED Alpha and a M1151 HMMWV.
The purpose of this testing was to provide a
direct ‘same-time, same-place’ fuel economy
comparison of these two vehicles to validate the
simulation fuel economy comparisons.
For the testing, the FED was ballasted to
match the weight of the HMMWV, and a remote
weapon station mounted on the roof to provide
a like-for-like comparison. The vehicles were both
ﬁtted with data acquisition systems, as well as
quick-removal fuel cells to facilitate weighing
the amount of fuel used for each test. Each test
was run at least twice, with the drivers switched
to minimize driver variation. The vehicles were
tested on paved and gravel road courses at
varying speeds, at full load acceleration, during
extended idle periods and at constant speeds.

Fuel economy targets exceeded
The results showed the FED Alpha as having a
72 percent improved fuel economy over the
HMMWV in the driving tests, which indicates
a 42 percent reduction in the amount of fuel
used. This economy improvement was coupled
with improved performance as well, with the
FED Alpha providing signiﬁcantly improved
acceleration over the HMMWV, even meeting

acceleration performance targets when loaded to
15,200 lbs (6.9 tonnes). During idle scenarios, the
FED Alpha used 29 percent less fuel. All tests were
conducted using the same fuel source, JP-8.
The close correlation between the back-toback tests and the up-front simulation work
was a particularly satisfying outcome for the
engineering team, underscoring the value
of Ricardo’s simulation-led ‘Total Vehicle Fuel
Economy’ approach to vehicle engineering.
For Wesley Scharmen, this sums up the key
achievement for Ricardo: “The FED Alpha
programme demonstrated that very signiﬁcant
fuel economy improvements could be made
in a clean-sheet design based on relatively
mature and low-risk readily available automotive
technologies. After the build and test of the
vehicle, Ricardo was able to check the correlation
of our model and we found that we were within
two percent of the predicted and real world fuel
economy. The advanced simulation-led design
process we used proved to be very accurate and
was a crucial enabler for this success.”

TARDEC’s Carl Johnson is in broad agreement
with this view: “The learning phase for us was
really the ﬁrst phase – allowing time for proper
simulation, trusting your models, and then
allowing the design process to move forward
to schedule. Typically, vehicles can be required
urgently and the concept phase gets rushed –
what we’ve learned in working with Ricardo on
FED ALPHA is that a simulation-led approach is
more eﬀective at delivering the vehicle that’s
required in a shorter overall timescale.”
FED Alpha has thus provided TARDEC with an
extremely valuable template for future defence
vehicle development based on Ricardo’s stateof-the-art, simulation-led design processes. If
successful, this template will facilitate the smart
and cost-eﬀective procurement of ultra-fuel
eﬃcient vehicles that enable US forces to fulﬁl
their combat roles in the safest manner possible,
while minimizing the volume of fuel required –
with all its attendant costs and risks – for front line
operations.
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